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[This is part of our ongoing blog series, “Behind the Numbers,” during which I talk to
various individuals in the profession and shine a little light on what they are like when they
sign out of the accounting cloud.]

In this Behind the Numbers pro�le, I spoke with Robert O. Mayer, managing partner
for MayerMeinberg in New York. He has a Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting from
Hofstra University, and is and is active with the National Conference of CPA
Practitioners, Hofstra Business School Advisory Board and the U.S. Trust Advisory
Board.

Robert is managing partner at MayerMeinberg, where his son manages the �rm’s
NYC of�ce and his daughter manages the lifestyle management practice. Robert
serves on the Corporate Committee of the Nassau County Museum of Art, the Hofstra
Business School Advisory Board and U.S. Trust Advisory Board. He is a huge advocate
of giving back to the community.

What is your personal motto? 
I have always had the attitude that if things are going right for you, you need to turn
around and give to others.  I try to take the younger staff with me when I meet with
clients so they can get a feel for what being an accountant entails. It’s more than just
crunching numbers. You have to be outgoing and somewhat aggressive. It’s very
tough to become a partner unless you’re a rainmaker, and you can’t be a rainmaker
unless you’re outgoing and social. If you’re not social, you can’t bring in clients.

What are some community activities you’re involved in? 
I’m involved in some nonpro�t organizations, advisory boards for banks and the
advisory for the Hofstra School of Business. I give a lot of personal time for business
because business has been good to me. I’m the co-chairman of the Nassau County
Museum of Art. It’s really the only art museum in Nassau County and I want to bring
art to the area, spread the word so more corporations know about it. Everybody goes
to sporting events, but what about entertaining clients in a more prestigious setting?
Nothing’s more prestigious than art. I believe the museum is the area’s best kept
secret. It has rooms that can hold up to 150 people.

Serving on Hofstra’s board lets me see how graduates have changed over the years.
Many more graduates are concerned with work/life balance. Back in my day, quality
of life didn’t come into play. I don’t know if there are many graduates ready and
willing to work whatever hours. That de�nitely comes into play in the work
environment. There are a lot of changes that have happened over time and you have
to adapt your business to the people you want to retain.
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How do you manage your work/life balance? 
For the last 10 years, our of�ce has closed the day before Christmas and opened the
day after New Year’s. It gives our staff a chance to rest before the busy tax season. I
strongly believe that all work and no play is no good. At work, I try to do fun things,
such as bowling or other events. It’s important that it’s not purely business because
these are the people that you spend so much time with.

At the same time, none of the partners just come in at noon and leave at 3 p.m.
Everyone is here and we are all working just as hard as we expect the staff to work.
You lead by example.

How do you like to spend your time away from work? 
I love spending time with my family. I like to visit our home on the water in West
Hampton Beach in the spring, summer and fall. I also enjoy going to the beach with
my two small grandchildren, ages 4.5 and 1. I play tennis and walk during the day.
I’m a horrible golfer, though. I belong to two gyms that I rarely have the time to go
to.

What sports team/championship event do you absolutely refuse to miss? 
My granddaughter’s events. She’s 4.5 and plays tennis, soccer, cheerleading and
ballet. I like to go to her soccer practice or games on the weekends before we go to the
beach. She loves it; she loves to go home with Pop Pop.

I also attend a Yankees or Mets game at least once a year and a Jets game once or
twice. I mostly go because I’m invited by a client or banker. I also have tickets to the
U.S. Tennis Open in Queens.

What’s your favorite spot to vacation? 
I like to go to St. Martin. We have a few timeshares there and another home in
Plainview. It’s a very social gated community. We take a trip to a new place Europe
every year. Last year, we went to Argentina. The trips are usually with clients that
have become friends or friends that have become clients. It’s a good opportunity to
be in a different environment with people that you work with in a business
relationship.

How “plugged in” are you when it comes to your personal life? 
I prefer to be proactive versus reactive when it comes to technology, but sometimes
that can create more work. I like the mobility of the iPhone, and I use the iPad
around the house to watch TV and send emails. I used to bring it in the of�ce, but I
found that I’d rather use the computer if I was sitting at my desk and I don’t �nd the
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need to take detailed notes on the iPad during meetings. It does make it easier to stay
on top of emails because I’m not tied to the computer at home. My wife, who is also a
CPA, pays our bills on the computer and we use Internet to search for things daily.

How tech savvy is your �rm? 
Our �rm has been paperless since 2004. All documents are stored in the Cloud and
there are no �le cabinets in the of�ce. Majority of our �rm’s public relations and
marketing deals with managing and utilizing the technology in place and a lot of
that technology has been introduced to the nonpro�ts that we’re involved in. We
also have a pretty good newsletter.

How did you get started in the profession? 
I took a course in business law and college accounting in high school. I really liked
the college accounting course so I decided to go to Rider College, which had a very
good business school. I attended for one semester. The second semester, I transferred
to a school in Long Island for an internship. I was laid off when construction slowed
down, but I still had a good relationship with the �rm. I went to work for them when
I graduated but eventually left to work at another �rm in the entertainment business.
I was very young and I decided that if I stayed there, it would be my only job because
the �rm was so specialized.

I look at myself as an entrepreneur more than an accountant. I started my practice
from scratch in my basement and now we have 30 employees bringing in more than
$7 million. I enjoy working with my son and daughter and the other staff. Most of
our staff is very young and are very excited and willing to put forth their best effort.

 

If you work in the accounting profession and would like to be featured in a future blog post,
please contact Taija Jenkins at taija.jenkins@cpapracticeadvisor.com.
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